Abstract
Introduction
Ethernet continues to be the most widely used network architecture today for its low cost and backward compatibility with the existing Ethernet infrastructure. It dominates in data centers and is replacing specialized fabrics such as InfiniBand [12] , Quadrics [32] , Myrinet [4] and Fiber Channel [6] in high performance computers. Driven by increasing networking demands such as Internet search, web hosting, video on demand etc, network speed is rapidly migrating from 1Gbps to 10Gbps and beyond [7] . High speed networks require servers to provide efficient network processing with a low design complexity of network interfaces (NIC).
Traditional architectural designs of processors, cache hierarchies and system interconnect focus on CPU/memory-intensive applications, and are usually decoupled from I/O considerations. They are inefficient for network processing. It was reported that network processing in the receive side over 10Gbps Ethernet network (10GbE) easily saturates two cores of an Intel Xeon Quad-Core processor [19, 22] . Assuming ideal scalability over multiple cores, network processing over 40GbE and 100GbE will saturate 8 and 20 cores, respectively. In addition to the processing inefficiency, the increasing network speed also poses a big challenge to NIC designs. DMA descriptor fetches over long latency PCI-E bus heavily stress the DMA engine in NICs and need larger NIC buffers to temporarily keep packets. These requirements significantly increase NIC's design complexity and price [37] . For instance, the price of a 10GbE NIC can be up to $1.4K but a 1GbE NIC costs less than $40 [13, 14] . Our aim is to understand network processing efficiency over high speed networks and design a new server I/O architecture to tackle those challenges.
In the past decade, a wide spectrum of research has been done in network processing to understand and optimize the processing efficiency [1-3, 9, 16-22, 25, 27-28, 38] . Zhao et al. [38] used a cache simulator to study cache behavior of the TCP/IP protocol. They showed that packets show no temporal locality and proposed a copy engine to move packets in memory. To eliminate memory stalls to packets, Intel proposed DCA to route incoming network data to caches [9, [18] [19] . Furthermore, Binkert et al. [2] [3] integrated a simplified NIC into CPUs to naturally implement DCA and used Program I/O (PIO) to move data from NICs in software. We also did extensive performance evaluation of an Integrated NIC (INIC) architecture [20] and along with Intel researchers, suggested some techniques to improve the network processing performance [21] [22] . Recently, Intel proposed on-die message engines to move data between I/O devices and CPUs to reduce the PCI-E traffic [17] . However, all these works did not study overheads at the operating system (OS) level (e.g. NIC driver, buffer management etc) and address those bottlenecks.
In this paper, we begin with per-packet processing overhead breakdown by running a network benchmark Iperf [10] over 10GbE on Intel Xeon Quad-Core processor based servers. We find that besides data copy, the driver and buffer release, unexpectedly take 46% of processing time for large I/O sizes and even 54% for small I/O sizes. To understand the overheads, we instrument the driver and OS kernel using hardware performance counters [11] . Unlike existing profiling tools attributing CPU cost, such as retired cycles or cache misses, to function level [29] , our instrumentation is at very fine granularity and can pinpoint data incurring the cost. Through the above studies, we obtain several new findings: 1) the major network processing bottlenecks lie in the driver (>26%), data copy (up to 34% depending on I/O sizes) and buffer release (>20%), rather than the TCP/IP protocol itself; 2) in contrast to the generally accepted notion that long latency NIC register access results in the driver overhead [2] [3] , our results show that the overhead comes from memory stalls to network buffer data structures; 3) releasing network buffers in OS results in memory stalls to in-kernel page data structures, contributing to the buffer release overhead; 4) besides memory stalls to packets, data copy implemented as a series of load/store instructions, also has significant time on L1 cache misses and instruction execution. Prevailing optimizations for data copy like DCA are insufficient to address the copy issue.
Based on the studies, we discuss several intuitive solutions and find that a holistic I/O solution is needed for high speed networks. We propose a new server I/O architecture, where the responsibility for managing DMA descriptors is moved to an on-chip network engine (NEngine). The on-chip descriptor management exposes plenty of optimization opportunities like extending descriptors. We add information about data incurring memory stalls during network processing into descriptors. When the NIC receives a packet, it directly pushes the packet into NEngine without waiting for long latency descriptors fetches. NEngine reads extended descriptors to obtain packet destination location and information about data incurring memory stalls. Then, it moves the packet into the destination memory location and checks whether data incurring the stalls resides in caches. If not, NEngine sends data address to the hardware prefetching logic for loading the data. To address the data copy issue, NEngine moves payload inside last level cache (LLC) and invalidates source cache lines after the movement. The new I/O architecture allows DMA engine to have fast access to descriptors and keeps packets in CPU caches rather than in NIC buffers. These designs substantially reduce the burden on the DMA engine and avoid extensive NIC buffers in high speed networks. While NICs are decoupled from DMA engine, they still maintain other hardware features such as Receive Side Scaling (RSS) [33] , and Interrupt Coalescing [7] . Different from previous research aiming at data copy, the new server I/O architecture ameliorates all major performance bottlenecks of network processing and simplifies NIC designs, making general purpose platforms well suited for high speed networks.
To evaluate our designs, we enhanced the full system simulator Simics [24] with detailed timing models and implemented the new I/O architecture in the simulator. We developed a 10GbE NIC as a device module of the simulator and a corresponding driver with the support of Large Receive Offload (LRO) [8] in Linux. In the experiments, both the microbenchmark Iperf and the macro-benchmark SPECWeb [34] are used. Experimental results demonstrate that the new I/O architecture improves the network processing efficiency by 47% and web server throughput by 14% while substantially reducing the NIC hardware complexity.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We revisit the conventional I/O architecture in Section 2 and then present a detailed overhead analysis over 10GbE in Section 3. Section 4 elaborates the new server I/O architecture in detail, followed by performance evaluation in Section 5. Finally we discuss related work and conclude our paper in Section 6 and 7, respectively.
Revisiting I/O Architecture

Network Processing
Unlike CPU-intensive applications, network processing is I/O-intensive and involves several hardware components (e.g. NIC, PCI-E, I/O Hub, memory, CPU) and system components (e.g. NIC driver, TCP/IP). Network processing in the receive side has significant processing overheads, consuming thousands of CPU cycles for each packet. In this subsection, we revisit the network receiving process.
In the receive side, an incoming packet starts with the NIC/driver interaction. The RX descriptors (typically 16 bytes each), organized in circular rings, are used as a communication channel between the driver and the NIC. The driver tells the NIC through these descriptors, where in the memory to copy the incoming packets. To be able to receive a packet, a 
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Allocate new skb buffers Figure 1 . NIC/Driver interaction descriptor should be in "ready" state, which means it has been initialized and pre-allocated with an empty packet buffer (SKB buffer in Linux) accessible by the NIC [36] . The SKB buffer is the in-kernel network buffer to hold any packet up to MTU (1.5 KB). It contains an SKB data structure of 240 bytes carrying packet metadata used by the TCP/IP protocol and a DMA buffer of 2 KB holding the packet itself.
The detailed interaction is illustrated in Figure 1 . Before transferring the received packets, the NIC needs to read ready descriptors from memory over PCI-E bus to know the DMA buffer address (step 1). After receiving the Ethernet frames from the network (step 2), it transfers the received packets into those buffers (denoted as buf in Fig.1 ) using DMA engine (step 3). Once the data is placed in memory, the NIC updates descriptors with packet length and marks them as used (step 4). Then, the NIC generates an interrupt to kick off network processing in CPUs (step 5). Note that several interrupts can be coalesced into one interrupt to reduce overheads. In the CPU side, the interrupt handler in the driver reads the NIC register to check the cause of the interrupt (in step 6). If legal, the driver reads descriptors to obtain packet's address and length, and then maps the packet into SKB data structures (step 7). After the driver delivers SKB buffers to the protocol stack, it reinitializes and refills used descriptors with new allocated SKB buffers for future incoming packets (step 8). Finally, the driver reenables the interrupt by setting the NIC register (step 9). After the driver completes its operations, SKB buffers are delivered up to the protocol stack. Once the protocol stack finishes processing, applications are scheduled to move packets to user buffers. Finally, the SKB buffers are reclaimed into OS [5, 36] .
High Speed NIC Challenges
As shown in Fig.1 (step 1) , the NIC must initiate DMA transfers over PCI-E bus to fetch descriptors from memory before it writes packets into memory (or reads packets from memory in the transmit side). Although PCI-E bus bandwidth has improved, its latency has worsened by up to 25X over earlier PCI-X incarnations. The round-trip traversal over PCI-E bus can take up to ~2200 ns, mostly due to complex PCI-E transaction layer protocol implementation [26] . The long latency traversal substantially increases the processing overhead of DMA engine. As network traffic becomes intense, the DMA engine is heavily stressed [37] . Long latency descriptor fetches also require large NIC buffers to temporarily store packets. Moreover, in order to leverage multiple cores in CMPs for packet processing, modern NICs typically introduce a large number of receive/transmit (RX/TX) queues and allow each core to have a dedicated RX/TX queue. For instance, an Intel 82599 10GbE NIC has 128 RX/TX queues per port, corresponding to 512KB and 160KB buffers [14] . All of these complicate NIC designs and pose big challenges.
Understanding Processing Overheads
We conducted extensive experiments to understand network processing overheads over 10GbE across a range of I/O sizes. Both SUT (System under Test) and stress machines are Intel servers, which contain two Quad-Core Intel Xeon 5355 processors [11] . Each core is running at 2.66GHz frequency and each processor has 2 LLC of 4MB each shared by 2 cores. The servers are connected by two Intel 10Gbps 82598 server adapters sitting in PCI-E X8 slots [13] . They ran Linux kernel 2.6.21 and Intel 10GbE NIC driver IXGBE version 1.3.31. We retain default settings of the Linux network subsystem and the NIC driver, unless stated otherwise. Note that LRO [8] , a technique to amortize the per-packet processing overhead by combining multiple in-order packets into one single packet, is enabled in the NIC driver. Popular stream hardware prefetcher employing a memory access stride based predictive algorithm is configured in the servers [11] . In our experiments, the micro-benchmark Iperf with 8 TCP connections is run to generate network traffic between servers (SUT is a receiver). We find that one core with 4MB LLC achieves ~5.6Gbps throughput and two cores with 8MB LLC are saturated in order to obtain line rate throughput. The high processing overhead motivates us to further breakdown the perpacket processing overhead.
Packet Processing Overhead Breakdown
We used Oprofile [29] to collect system-wide function overheads while Iperf is running over 10GbE. We group all functions into components along the network processing path: the driver, IP, TCP, data copy, buffer release, system call and Iperf. All other supportive kernel functions such as scheduling, context switches etc. are categorized as others. Per-packet processing time breakdown under various I/O sizes is calculated and illustrated in Figure 2 . Note that I/O size is used by TCP/IP stack and I/Os larger than MTU are segmented into several Ethernet packets (<=MTU).
We observe the following from Fig.2 : 1) the overhead in data copy increases as the I/O size grows and becomes a major bottleneck with large I/Os (>=256 bytes); 2) the driver and buffer release consume ~1200 cycles and ~1100 cycles per packet, respectively, regardless of I/O sizes. They correspond to ~26% and 20% of processing time for large I/Os and even higher for small I/Os; 3) the TCP/IP protocol processing overhead is substantially reduced because LRO coalesces multiple packets into one large packet to amortize the processing overhead. Thus Fig.2 reveals that, besides data copy, high speed network processing over mainstream servers has another two unexpected major bottlenecks: the driver and buffer release.
Fine-Grained Instrumentation
Oprofile in Subsection 3.1 does profiling at the coarse-grained level and attributes CPU cost, such as retired cycles and cache misses, to functions. It is unable to identify data or macro incurring the cost, so we had to manually instrument inside functions. Table  1 shows one such example of instrumentation in the driver. We first measured the function's cost and then did fine-grained instrumentation for every code segment if the function has high cost. We continue to instrument each code segment until we locate the bottlenecks in all functions along the processing path. Most events are collected including CPU cycles, instruction and data cache misses, LLC misses, ITLB misses and DTLB misses etc. Since large I/Os include all three major overheads, this subsection presents the detailed analysis only for the 16KB I/O.
Table1. Fine-grained instrumentation
Driver
The driver comprises of three main components: NIC register access (step 6 and 9), SKB conversion (step 7) and SKB buffer allocation (step 8), as shown in Fig.1 . Existing studies [2] [3] claimed that NIC register access contributes to the driver overhead due to long latency traversal over PCI-E bus, and then proposed NIC integration to reduce the overhead. In this subsection, we architecturally breakdown the driver overhead for each packet and present results in Figure 3 . In contrast to the generally accepted notion that the long latency NIC register access results in the overhead [3] , the breakdown reveals that the overhead comes from SKB conversion and buffer allocation. Although NIC register access takes ~2500 CPU cycles on mainstream servers, ~60 packets are processed per interrupt over 10GbE (~7 packets/interrupt over 1GbE) substantially amortizing the overhead. In addition, Fig.3 the SKB conversion overhead, and long instruction path is the largest contributor of the SKB buffer allocation overhead. Since L2 cache misses in the SKB conversion constitute ~50% of the driver overhead, we did further instrumentation to identify the data incurring those misses. We group data in the driver into various data types (SKB, descriptors, packet headers and other local variables) and measure their percentage of misses. The result, presented in Figure 4 , reveals that SKB is the major source of the memory stalls (~1.5 L2 misses/packet on SKB). Different from the results in prior studies [2] [3] , we find that the memory stalls to packet headers are hidden and overlapped with computation. It is because the new drivers use software prefetch instructions to preload headers before being accessed. Unfortunately, SKB access occurs at the very beginning of the driver and software prefetch instructions cannot help. Although DMA invalidates descriptors to maintain cache coherence, the memory stalls to descriptors are negligible (~0.04 L2 misses/packet). That is because each 64 bytes cache line can host 4 descriptors of 16 bytes each, and the hardware prefetchers preload several consecutive descriptors with a cache miss. To understand the SKB misses, we also instrumented the kernel to study its reuse distance over 10GbE. It is observed that SKB has long reuse distance (~240K L2 access), which explains the miss behavior.
Data Copy
After protocol processing, user applications are scheduled to copy packets from SKB buffers to user buffers. Data copy incurs mandatory cache misses on payload because DMA triggers cache invalidation to maintain cache coherence. We study the architectural overhead breakdown of data copy and show the results in Figure 5 . 16KB I/O is segmented into small packets of MTU each in the sender and they are sent to the receiver. Fig.5 shows that L2 cache misses are the major overhead (~50%, ~3.5 L2 misses/packet), followed by data cache misses (~27%, ~50 misses/packet) and instruction execution (~20%). Although DCA, implemented in recent Intel platforms avoids L2 cache misses, it is unable to reduce overheads of L1 cache misses and a series of load/store instruction executions (total ~47%). Also, routing network data into L1 caches would pollute caches and degrade performance because of small L1 cache size [19, 35] . Since packets become dead after data copy [36] , loading them into L1 caches may evict other valuable data. Hence, more optimizations are needed to fully address the data copy issue. 
Buffer Release
SKB buffers need to be reclaimed after packets are copied to user applications. SKB buffer allocation and release are managed by slab allocator [5] . The basis for this allocator is retaining an allocated memory that used to contain a data object of certain type and reusing that memory for the next allocations for another object of the same type. Buffer release consists of two phases: looking up an object buffer controller in OS and releasing the object into the controller. In the implementation of slab allocator, the page data structure is used to keep buffer controller information and read during the object lookup. This technique is widely used by mainstream OS such as FreeBSD, Solaris and Linux etc. Figure 6 shows the architectural overhead breakdown of buffer release. We observe from Step 6&9
Step 7
Step 8 Figure 7 . The figure reveals that L2 cache misses are from 128 bytes in-kernel page data structures. The structure reuse distance analysis shows that it is reused after ~255K L2 cache access, which results in the large cache misses. The above studies reveal that besides memory stalls to itself, each packet incurs several cache misses on corresponding data (skb buffer and page data structures) and has considerable data copy overhead. Some intuitive solutions like having larger LLC (>8MB for 10GbE) or extending the optimization DCA might help to some extent. Our simulation results show that, without considering application memory footprint, 16MB LLC is needed to avoid those cache misses for packet processing over 10GbE. When network jumps to 40GbE and beyond, increasing LLC becomes an ineffective solution. More importantly, it is unable to address NIC challenges and the data copy issue. Extending DCA to deliver both packets and those missed data from NICs into caches is more efficient in avoiding memory stalls. Unfortunately, it stresses NICs more heavily and degrades PCI-E efficiency of packet transfers [30] [31] , and does not consider the data copy issue as well. In order to attack all challenges from increasing network speed, a new holistic I/O solution is needed.
Cycles
Proposed Server I/O Architecture
In this section, we propose a new server I/O architecture for high speed networks. The overview of architecture is illustrated in Figure 8 . Essentially, we move the DMA descriptor management from NICs to an added on-chip network engine (NEngine) close to LLC. The on-chip descriptor management enables us to easily extend descriptors with information about data incurring memory stalls. Similar to the memory controller, the NEngine connects to I/O Hub (IOH) for parsing PCI-E transactions. It communicates with faster cache hierarchy for DMA descriptor fetches/writes and packet movement, alleviating the processing burden on the DMA engine. The NEngine has low communication cost with LLC due to its close proximity.
When NEngine receives a packet, it reads descriptors from cache hierarchy. Then it moves the packet into corresponding cache location and preloads those data incurring memory stalls. The new architecture exploits LLC to keep packets instead of multiple RX/TX queues in NICs. Modern high speed NICs have one dedicated RX/TX queue for each core, thus increasing their cost and impeding scalability over a large number of cores. Moreover, NEngine also implements efficient payload movement inside LLC and proactively purges dead packet data after data copy is finished to address the data copy issue. The new I/O architecture fundamentally reduces all three major performance bottlenecks of network processing while effectively simplifying NICs. The proposed designs are elaborated in the following subsections. 
NEngine
During network processing, CPUs and NICs communicate through DMA descriptors, as described in detail in Section 2. Descriptors are organized as a circular ring. Each descriptor is 16 bytes long and includes packet metadata such as packet length, memory address and status etc. In the contemporary I/O architecture, NICs fetch or write descriptors via PCI-E bus before or after packet movement. The descriptor fetches/writes have long latency stressing DMA engine [37] and also waste a large number of PCI-E transactions degrading PCI-E payload efficiency [30] [31] . Our on-chip descriptors management scheme avoids these issues and more importantly, enables us to easily extend the descriptors due to faster communication with the cache hierarchy. By exploiting this design, we extend RX descriptors with information about data incurring memory stalls: SKB and page data structures, as pinpointed in Subsection 3.2. The extended descriptors are illustrated in Figure 9 . Besides original 16 bytes, each new descriptor includes 4 bytes physical address of SKB and page data structures each. Two hardware registers in NEngine are dedicated to storing data structure length in terms of the number of cache lines. For example in Linux, SKB is 240 bytes and page structure is 128 bytes, corresponding to four and two cache lines of 64 bytes each. For a typical ring buffer size of 1024 entries in 10GbE NICs, the new ring buffer size only increases by 8KB. Figure 10 with the new descriptors. Besides major components shown in Fig. 10 , NEngine also offers dedicated registers to keep ring buffer base address and ring pointer information as traditional NICs do. When a packet arrives at the NIC, without fetching DMA descriptors to know memory location for the packet, the NIC calculates core ID for packet processing using RSS hardware unit (RSS hardware distributes packets among cores by hashing packet's 4-tuple) and sends the packet with core ID into a small buffer in NEngine. Fetch descriptor unit identifies the corresponding descriptor address according to the ring base address of the core ID and ring buffer pointers, and then sends a cache read request to get the descriptor. Sec.3 shows that mainstream severs exhibit extremely high descriptor cache hit ratios even with DMA invalidation (96%). The on-chip descriptor management avoids DMA invalidation and has a higher descriptor cache hit ratio. Thus, the fetch descriptor unit can access the descriptors very fast and is much simpler than the original DMA engine. With the knowledge of memory location and data incurring memory stalls, the write packet unit moves the packet into caches. Meanwhile, the lookup/load unit lookups and preloads those data. To facilitate the unit, we extend the cache architecture with a new cache operation: lookup. The new operation lookup returns whether data is in caches, other than data themselves. The lookup/load unit sends lookup operations to lookup those data and generates prefetch commands to the hardware prefetching logic if they are not in caches. After the packet is moved into cache hierarchy, NEngine updates the descriptor status field and ring buffer pointers similar to the traditional NICs.
The block diagram of NEngine is illustrated in
In addition, NEngine is capable of moving payload inside LLC. Since the source data becomes dead after data copy [36] , NEngine invalidates source cache lines to purge the data. To support efficient movement, we extend the cache architecture with a new cache operation: read_invalidate, which reads cache lines and then does cache invalidation. During data copy, TCP/IP protocol breaks discontinuous physical address ranges into a set of consecutive physical ranges and programs NEngine via three hardware registers: src, dst, len. Then, NEngine breaks continuous physical address ranges into a set of chunks at the cache line granularity and generates new read_invalidate operations to read and invalidate cache lines. Finally, it writes those data into destination cache lines. Our payload movement differs from prior copy engines [1, 16, 38] as follows: 1) payload movement is done inside caches as opposed to memory in previous cases, and payload in caches is invalidated after movement. The invalidation avoids unnecessary memory write-backs of dirty data, reducing memory traffic and improving performance [15, 23] ; 2) the virtual-to-physical address translation overhead is negligible because data copy is done in the OS context. In Linux, less than 10 cycles are needed for the address translation.
When we come to the transmit side, NEngine reads transmitted packets from cache hierarchy and transfers them into the NIC over PCI-E bus. Once the NIC receives the transmitted packets from NEngine, the MAC processing units automatically sends them over Ethernet links. Besides efficient network processing, our designs simplify NIC designs in terms of buffer resource and DMA engine and also reduce PCI-E traffic used for descriptor fetches/writes.
NIC
In the new architecture, NICs are simplified with less hardware resource. Figure 11 illustrates a traditional NIC in the left box and the new NIC in the right box. In the traditional NIC, the MAC processing unit receives packets from Ethernet and does RSS to load balance incoming packets among cores at the connection level. The packets are stored in corresponding RX queues. DMA engine uses PCI-E transactions to fetch descriptors from memory and to move data from RX queues to memory. Interrupt coalescing unit will send interrupts to cores when the number of transferred packets reach up to a threshold set by the driver or a preprogrammed timer expires. Similarly, in order to transmit packets, the NIC fetches TX descriptors to know packet memory location and moves packets into corresponding TX queues. Then, packets are sent over Ethernet and interrupts are sent to cores. In the new NIC, we remove large multiple hardware queues and DMA engine marked as grey in the left box. When RSS receives a packet from the MAC processing unit, it calculates the core assigned to packet processing. Then, the NIC directly sends the packet with core ID to NEngine. Similar to the receive side, when the NIC receives a transmitted packet, the MAC processing unit directly takes over the packet for transmission. RSS and Interrupt coalescing units behave the same as the traditional NICs. 
Software Support
The new server I/O architecture inherits the descriptor-based software/hardware interface, and only needs some modest support from the device driver and the data copy components. When new SKB buffers are allocated to refill RX descriptors, the driver sets starting address of SKB and page data structures in descriptors in addition to DMA buffer address. When packets finish protocol processing, the data copy component programs NEngine to move payload and waits until NEngine finishes the movement. There is no need to modify TCP/IP protocol stack, system call and user applications.
Evaluation
We choose the full system simulator Simics to evaluate our designs by enhancing it with detailed cache, I/O timing models and effects of network DMA. We extend the DEC 21140A Ethernet device with the support of interrupt coalescing using Device Modeling language to simulate a 10GbE Ethernet NIC. The device itself is connected to a lossless, full-duplex link of configurable bandwidth. The latency of a packet traversing the link is simply fixed to 1 us. Two systems (client and server) running Linux 2.6.16 are simulated and interconnected with 10GbE. Since the stream hardware prefetcher is the most popular prefetcher in servers, we employ it in the simulator to speed up the memory access of network data.
We implemented the new I/O architecture and developed a NIC driver in Linux. LRO was implemented in the driver. To understand performance impacts of our designs on network processing, we first used the micro-benchmark Iperf. Then, we study how much benefit web servers achieve by running the SPECWeb benchmark. In each case, only one system is of interest, while the other merely serves as a stressor. SUT is configured with detailed timing models and the stressor runs with the fast functional mode and is not a bottleneck. The parameters we used in modeling the configuration are listed in Table 2 . We are more interested in the relative behavior of these systems than their absolute performance, so some of these parameters are approximate. 
Network Performance
First, we looked at network performance in the receive side by running Iperf under various configurations: the original system (orig), DCA routing data to L1 caches (DCA-L1), DCA routing data into L2 caches (DCA-L2), and the new server I/O architecture (new). LRO is included in all configurations. Since large I/Os have all three major overheads, we present large I/O results in this subsection. Figure 12 illustrates network throughput achieved by various configurations. We also present corresponding core utilization and utilization breakdown in Figure 13 . As shown in the figures, orig can achieve only ~8 Gbps throughput by consuming ~225% core utilization in the SUT with four cores. Memory subsystem is the potential bottleneck of achieving line rate throughput and an increase in CPU performance could not further improve throughput. We observe from Fig. 13 that data copy, the NIC driver and buffer release are three major overheads. By injecting network data into L1 caches, DCA-L1 eliminates the memory stalls to packets and obtains line rate throughput using ~200% core utilization. Utilization breakdown reveals that the higher network processing efficiency or throughput/core is from CPU cycle savings in data copy. Instead of L1 caches, DCA-L2 routes network data into a larger L2 cache. It achieves line rate throughput and consumes fewer CPU cycles than DCA-L1. That is because DCA-L1 delivers ~64 packets or ~96KB data for each interrupt into small L1 caches of 32 KB each, incurring cache pollution. With high speed networks like 10GbE and beyond, DCA-L2 is a more practical approach. Although DCA is able to reduce the data copy overhead, it is unable to resolve the performance issues in other components such as the driver and buffer release. The new I/O architecture not only avoids memory stalls in the driver and buffer release, but also further improves data copy performance. Fig. 12 and Fig.13 show that it obtains line rate throughput but substantially reduces core utilization to ~125%. The utilization breakdown confirms that the reduction is from the driver, buffer release and data copy. Compared to DCA-L2 which is employed in recent commercial servers, the new I/O architecture reduces core utilization by 33%, corresponding to 47% network processing efficiency improvement. The reduced core utilization or higher processing efficiency means that the cores can be better used for application processing instead of network processing.
Additionally, we also investigate cache behavior of high speed network processing under various configurations in Figure 14 . We observe that orig only achieves a 92% L2 cache hit ratio. By avoiding the memory stalls to packets, both DCA-L1 and DCA-L2 increase L2 cache hit ratios to 96%. The new architecture almost avoids memory stalls during network processing and escalates the L2 cache hit ratio to 99%. The higher L2 cache hit ratio explains the benefits of core utilization shown in Fig.13 . All configurations achieve similar hit ratios in L1 cache except DCA-L1 and new. Due to small cache sizes, DCA-L1 results in L1 cache pollution and decreases the L1 cache hit ratio. New bypasses L1 caches during data copy and has a higher L1 cache hit ratio. We do not present results for the sender side because performance is not significantly improved. 
Web Server Performance
We also studied web server performance by running the web server benchmark SPECweb99 over 10GbE. The same configurations as subsection 5.1 were used. Web server throughput with various configurations is illustrated in Figure 15 , where the server achieves ~2.8Gbps, ~3.1Gbps and ~3.3Gbps throughput in orig, DCA-L1 and DCA-L2. CPU utilization breakdown in Figure 16 reveals that throughput increases are from the CPU cycle savings in network processing. In the new architecture, the network processing overhead is further reduced due to the elimination of the memory stalls and more efficient data copy. The improved network processing translates up to ~3.8Gbps server throughput, 14% better than DCA-L2.
NIC Design Benefits
Besides having efficient network processing, the new server I/O architecture also simplifies NIC hardware designs by lessening pressure on DMA engine and avoiding extensive NIC buffers. We measure round-trip time over PCI-E bus on mainstream servers and assume that each PCI-E transaction (typically, 256 bytes transaction size) transfers 16 descriptors. We obtain average per packet time for descriptor read/write by amortizing the round-trip time over the number of descriptors per transfer. Packets themselves can be transferred in a pipelined way and do not stress DMA engine. Assuming DMA engine runs at 200MHz, time of a MTU packet spent on DMA engine is illustrated in Figure 17 . It shows that the new architecture substantially ameliorates DMA engine pressure. Although results for DCA configurations are not shown, they do not avoid long latency descriptor fetches/writes and behave the same as orig. In addition to the benefits from DMA engine, the new I/O architecture also reduces NIC buffers. Our experiment results show that it only needs 8KB buffer (4KB buffer in the NEngine and 4KB buffer in the NIC) for the 10Gbps network, but more than 512KB NIC buffer is needed in traditional I/O architectures. With 40Gbps and 100Gbps networks, the new I/O architecture will achieve much higher benefits. In the new architecture, NEngine essentially behaves similarly to DMA engine but simplifies designs of DMA engine and reduces NIC buffers. Therefore, it saves overall hardware cost (CPU+NIC) and offers a promising I/O solution for high speed networks. 
Related Work
A wide spectrum of research has been done to understand the network processing overhead [18-22, 25, 28, 38] . Nahum et al. [28] used a cache simulator to study cache behavior of the TCP/IP protocol and showed that instruction cache has the greatest effect on network performance. Similarly, Zhao et al. [38] revealed that packets and DMA descriptors exhibit no temporal locality. Makineni et al. [25] conducted architectural characterization of TCP/IP processing on Pentium M microprocessors and concluded that the receive side is more memory-intensive than the send side. Unfortunately, they did not conduct a systemwide architectural analysis for high speed network processing on mainstream servers. Moreover, due to a lack of fine-grained instrumentation, none of them located the performance bottlenecks.
In addition, researchers have proposed several architectural schemes to optimize the processing efficiency [1-3, 9, 27, 35, 38] . Most of them aimed to reducing the data copy overhead. Mukerjee et al. [27] put a NIC in coherent memory to improve the performance by facilitating transfers of whole cache blocks and reducing control overheads. Zhao et al. [38] designed an off-chip DMA engine close to memory to move data inside memory. The similar idea has been implemented in the Intel I/OAT technique [1] , but has little performance improvement because memory stalls to packets are still incurred. To eliminate the memory stalls, Intel proposed DCA to route network data into caches [9] , and implemented it in Intel 10 GbE NICs and server chipsets. Its performance evaluation on real servers has demonstrated overhead reduction in data copy [18] [19] . Recently, Tang et al. [35] claimed that DCA might incur cache pollution on small LLC and introduced two cache designs (a dedicated DMA cache or limited ways of LLC) to keep packets. Similar to our work, Binkert et al. [2] [3] integrated a redesigned NIC to reduce the processing overhead by implementing zero-copy and reducing access latency to NIC registers. The major difference between the integrated NIC and our designs lies in as follows: 1) our architecture only integrates DMA descriptor management onto CPU rather than the whole NIC, leveraging existing NIC designs and reducing CPU die area; 2) the integrated NIC targets at data copy and uses PIO to move data from NICs lacking scalability over a large number of cores. Our architecture enhances the legacy DMA mechanism and uses efficient on-chip data movement to attack all three major performance challenges; 3) instead of multiple queues in NICs, our designs leverage caches for keeping packets, thus further saving NIC cost and achieving better NIC scalability over cores.
Conclusion
As network speed continues to grow, it becomes critical to understand and address challenges of network processing in servers. In this paper, we first studied the per-packet processing overhead on servers with 10GbE and pinpointed three bottlenecks: data copy, the driver and buffer release. Then, we instrumented the driver and OS to do a system-wide architectural analysis. Unlike existing tools attributing CPU cost at the function level, our instrumentation was done with fine granularity to reveal exact bottlenecks.
Motivated by the studies, we proposed a new server I/O architecture that addresses all three performance challenges by using extended on-chip DMA descriptors and efficient payload movement. It allows DMA engine to have very fast access to descriptors alleviating burden on the DMA engine and keep packets in CPU caches avoiding extensive NIC buffers. Evaluation results show that the new architecture significantly improves network processing efficiency and achieves better web server performance while reducing the NIC hardware complexity. Given the trend towards rapid evolution of network speed in future, we view the new architecture as a promising I/O solution.
